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ABSTRACT

It has been proposed that email clients could be improved if
they presented messages grouped into conversations. An
email conversation is the tree of related messages that
arises from the use of the reply operation. We propose two
models of conversation. The first model characterizes a
conversation as a chronological sequence of messages; the
second as a tree based on the reply relationship. We show
how existing email clients and prior research projects
implicitly support each model to a greater or lesser degree
depending on their design, but none fully supports both
models simultaneously. We present a mixed-model
visualization that simultaneously presents sequence and
reply relationships among the messages of a conversation,
making both visible at a glance. We describe the integration
of the visualization into a working prototype email client. A
usability study indicates that the system meets our usability
goals and verifies that the visualization fully conveys both
types of relationships within the messages of an email
conversation.
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INTRODUCTION

The mismatch between the user interfaces for email clients
and user needs for handling email has been documented
numerous times [3, 13, 26, 6]. This disparity has stimulated
proposals for a plethora of client user interface design
changes. One recurrent theme is that messages should be
aggregated into conversations rather than appearing as
independent elements [2, 26, 12, 17, 18, 16]. A
conversation is defined in the most general sense as a
collection of related messages (more on this later).
Several plausible benefits may result from viewing
messages as conversations. First, displaying a message
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along with all the related messages provides better local
context, which can help one better understand the meaning
of the message. Although this context is preserved to a
limited extent by current email programs when they
automatically include the text of the original message when
replying, this method breaks down when a message
receives multiple replies, creating a complex, branching
reply tree. Subsequent replies provide additional context
but these are not captured by quoting.
Second, by making the conversation the main unit of
display, more items can be shown at the same time,
providing greater global context. By collecting messages
into conversations, sets of messages that normally would
have been displayed on several lines can be displayed on
just one line, allowing more conversations to be viewed.
Third, when conversations are presented as units in the user
interface, valuable conversation operations can be
provided. For example in current systems, if five messages
that are all part of the same conversation are received, the
user has to perform five sets of mouse and keyboard actions
to handle the messages (read, file, delete, etc.). However, if
the five messages are grouped together as a conversation
unit, the user needs to perform only one set of mouse and
keyboard actions. Although this may seem like a small
benefit, multiplied over a large number of email messages,
the benefit may translate to a significant reduction in user
effort. In addition, higher-level operations are also possible.
For instance, if one starts receiving messages in a
conversation that is not of interest, one could opt out of the
conversation, deleting all its current and future messages.
In this paper, we concentrate on a visualization and user
interface that supports the first of these motivations. We
describe a design supporting the second, and don’t touch on
the third. In the next sections, we describe several existing
product and research user interfaces that organize email and
similar communication modalities into conversations. We
then describe two ways of thinking about conversations that
are implicit in those designs, and observe an empty niche:
fully supporting both models. We then present a mixedmodel visualization intended to fill that niche, and its
surrounding user interface. Finally we describe a usability
study in which we examined the degree to which the
visualization actually fills that niche. We finish with

suggestions for future research in the area of designing user
interfaces to support email conversations.
What is a Conversation?

As mentioned above, a conversation is an aggregation of
related messages. The messages of a conversation are
bound by relationships between them. Clark [1] defines
utterances in face-to-face conversations as projects,
subprojects and digressions, leading to five types of
transitions (pair-wise relationships) between utterances:
next, push, pop, digress and return. Another model of the
relationship between utterances was developed by
McDaniel, et al. [14]. They define a thread as “a stream of
conversation in which successive contributions continue a
topic.” In their model a contribution can be a part of
multiple threads. Clearly there is a lot of complexity in the
structure of face-to-face conversation.
In computer-mediated communication (CMC), a simpler
model of relationships among messages has emerged: In
email and Usenet newsgroups, a message may either denote
a new conversation or may be a reply to a single prior
message, thus continuing a conversation. This relationship
is represented using a parent pointer, which is null in the
former case and a reference to the prior message in the
latter. This leads to branching conversational trees, which
have come to be called threads (though different from the
use of the same term by McDaniel et al.). The command to
create a new conversation is distinct in the user interface
from the one to create a reply to a prior message.
Other models have been proposed for CMC. Comer and
Peterson [2] propose that a message is related to all prior,
read messages in the same conversation, leading to a
directed graph over the messages.
Lewis and Knowles [12] propose using statistical
information retrieval techniques, rather than two distinct
commands in the user interface, to infer the relationship
between messages, though the result is still a conversation
tree. Similarly Newman [16] combines evidence from the
explicit parent pointer, information retrieval matching and
other sources to derive a corrected parent pointer.
In this paper we use the prevailing CMC definition of
conversation trees. The techniques mentioned in the
preceding paragraph would complement the present work.
CONVERSATION INTERFACES

There have been many interfaces proposed and deployed
for viewing turn-based, tree-structured conversations. Such
conversations are a common feature between email and
Usenet newsgroup postings, so in this paper we will look at
the work in both of these fields. Other research has
examined visualizations and user interfaces for turn-based
communication where conversations are not a prominent
feature [28, 25, 23]. We shall focus on prior work that
emphasizes conversations.
Existing Tools

Many widely-deployed tools for dealing with email or
Usenet newsgroup postings can display messages as

conversations to a greater or lesser extent. Virtually all
Usenet newsgroup clients show messages in a tree
structure. Microsoft Outlook Express 6 is typical of these
interfaces: messages are listed in one pane, and the selected
message is shown in another. Root messages (those with
null parent pointers) appear in the list pane at the top level
of indentation; replies appear indented under their parent
message, in chronological order. As this layout is recursive,
the result is a forest of conversation trees.
Most email clients organize messages chronologically by
default without regard to conversation. Some email clients,
e.g. Microsoft’s Outlook XP and QualComm’s Eudora 5.1,
provide an optional means of grouping messages by
conversation in a folder. More primitive clients can achieve
a similar effect by sorting on the Subject field, which often
remains unchanged over a conversation.
The bulk of the standard email views in IBM’s Lotus Notes
r6 show a sorted list of messages typical of other email
clients. A “Thread View” mode (somewhat hidden in the
user interface) displays email messages organized much
like a typical Usenet newsgroup client.
These same Usenet newsgroup and email clients support
conversations in another, less-overt way. When the user
initiates a reply to a message, its contents are copied to the
new message. With the text editor the user may leave these
contents unchanged, trim the parent message to select a
salient portion, or sprinkle replies throughout the quoted
content. This operation, called quoting, to some extent puts
the reply into its conversational context [20]. If the quoting
in a series of replies upon replies is allowed to accumulate,
it represents all the ancestor messages, i.e. the path to root
in the conversation tree.
Prior Research

Several research teams have developed visualizations and
user interfaces for representing email and Usenet
newsgroup conversation trees.
Loom [5] provides a view of messages in a Usenet
newsgroup where each message is a dot placed on a 2D
grid: the horizontal axis is time, and each row represents a
distinct author. Lines connect the dots of a message to its
replies. Different conversations are connected with lines of
different colors. A message dot can be opened into a
separate window to show the message header and contents.
Conversation Map [19] shows the conversations within a
Usenet newsgroup using an array of radial tree thumbnails
(“spider webs”). A conversation tree can be opened into a
separate window to show a larger view of the radial tree, a
list of participants and other elements. A particular message
can be opened into a separate window.
ConverSpace [17] visualizes a conversation by laying out
the message bodies on a 2D grid: the horizontal axis
represents time, and the vertical axis represents “topical
structure”. Laying out the actual message contents into a
tree structure is unique in the prior literature.

Netscan [22] shows a Usenet newsgroup conversation as a
tree where individual messages are small glyphs displayed
in a unique mix of chronological and sequential order. The
timeline of the conversation is broken into days; messages
on the same day and in the same branch are presented
sequentially, but the chronological relationships among
messages in different branches in the same day are not
represented. Selecting a message in the tree makes its
contents and header appear in a separate pane in the same
window.
The prototype client interface by Rohall et al. [18]
“combines a traditional list of email messages with a timebased message tree.” Selecting a message shows the
conversation tree that contains it. Messages are shown in
the tree as squares with lines joining a message to its
replies. The selected message is highlighted in the tree by
showing a thumbnail of its content. The message list entries
for messages in the same conversation are lightly
highlighted. The correspondence of the messages between
the tree and the message list may be surmised by the order,
but is not directly apparent. The authors do not state where
the actual message contents are shown – presumably in a
separate window or a pane in the same window.
Newman [16] presents two visualizations for conversation
trees. The NarrowTree offers two improvements to the
traditional Usenet newsgroup browser: a message is
indented under its predecessor only if the predecessor has
more than one response, and messages are shown with a
few lines of their content. The TreeTable presents messages
in a 2D grid where each tier of the conversation tree
occupies a row, and a message spans the messages in
response to it.
Threading in Chat and IM

Email and Usenet newsgroups support conversation trees at
their core: each message includes a reference to the one it’s
a reply to. Online chat and instant messaging (IM) systems,
with no such support, present messages in sequence. People
have branching conversations in chat and IM despite the
problems it introduces. Herring states that cases where
adjacent statements in a conversation are unrelated “are the
rule rather than the exception” in chat-like communication
systems [7]. Voida et al. found the same effect in IM,
describing branching conversations as “extremely
commonplace” [24]. Isaacs et al. quantified the frequency
of threading in IM, finding it occurring in 32% of
conversations overall, and in 41% for heavy users [10].
Voida attributes the prevalence of branching IM
conversations to the nature of IM: in the gray area between
synchronous and asynchronous communication. Branching
may arise in part to fill the lulls in the conversational flow
while the other person is typing.
Smith et al. designed a threaded chat system to address this
problem (and others) [21]. The main element in the user
interface to the threaded chat client is a tree of messages
much like the one used in Usenet newsgroup browsers. To

post a reply in this system the user first identifies the
message that is being responded to.
Rather than making the sender specify the message that is
being replied to, the Coterie chat client [4] uses heuristics
to determine the relationship between messages. Related
messages are grouped within a sequential stream; multiple
streams can run in parallel within a chat room.
TWO MODELS OF CONVERSATION

Implicit in the designs discussed above are two models of
conversation that appear to be in conflict. On one hand, it is
a simple sequence of turns; on the other, a branching tree.
Both models are valid and useful.
Sequential Model of Conversation

A visualization supporting the sequential model can, by
definition, answer certain questions about a conversation:
A. Which of these two messages was sent first?
B. Which messages were sent before this one?
C. Which messages were sent after this one?
These questions can arise when reading the messages of a
conversational. Question A occurs when the priority of two
messages is in question. Question B allows the reader to
reconstruct the conversational context of the message’s
author. Question C directs the reader to all the messages
that may contain further discussion about the topic brought
up in a particular message. It also arises when returning to a
conversation that has received new replies, allowing all the
new items to be identified.
An interface supports the sequential model to the extent
that it can answer these questions at a glance, i.e. with
simple visual inspection and without interaction. Note that
displaying the message “sent date” on a non-chronological
list of messages does not satisfy the “at a glance”
requirement as reading and comparing dates is a substantial
cognitive act.
Typical IM clients and Coterie show a chronological list of
messages clustered by conversation, thus they strongly
support the sequential model. Typical chat clients are
chronological but messages are not clustered by
conversation, undermining the sequential model because
messages in the conversation are more likely to be scrolled
out of view. Typical email clients in a view sorted or
grouped by conversation or subject show the sequence of
message headers but require interaction to access message
contents. Typical email clients in normal operation, the
interface proposed by Rohall et al. and the Loom thread
view interleave conversations and require interaction to
view contents. ConverSpace, Threaded Chat, NarrowTrees
and TreeTables include some chronological arrangement.
Netscan, Lotus Notes in its “Thread View” and typical
Usenet newsgroup browsers include some chronological
arrangement but require interaction to view message
contents. Conversation Map does not represent the
chronological sequence of messages.

Full

Tree Model of Conversation

A visualization supporting the tree model of conversation
can, by definition, answer these questions about a
conversation:

An interface supports the tree model to the extent that it can
answer these questions at a glance. ConverSpace, Threaded
Chat, NarrowTrees and TreeTables show the messages in a
tree view, and thus strongly support the tree model.
Netscan, Conversation Map, the work of Rohall et al., the
Loom thread view, Lotus Notes in its “Thread View” and
typical Usenet newsgroup browsers each show message
headers in a tree, requiring interaction to view message
contents, thus cannot answer questions E or G at a glance;
all these interfaces would typically be used with quoting, so
question E would be answered by the message content,
leaving G unanswered. Typical email clients rely only on
quoting, thus they answer only questions D and E and
support the tree model weakly. Coterie and typical chat and
IM clients do not support the tree model at all.
Models in Conflict?

The degree to which each model is supported can be taken
as two orthogonal axes. The interfaces discussed here may
then be placed approximately in the resulting space
captured graphically in Figure 1. Note that the top-right
corner of the space is empty.
Is it possible for a visualization to fully support the
sequential and tree models simultaneously? We set out to
design one.
VISUALIZATION DESIGN

In preparation for designing a mixed-model conversation
visualization that fully supports both the sequential and tree
models, we gathered our design requirements. To begin
with, it had to answer all seven questions above at a glance.
The “at a glance” requirement ruled out dependence on
interaction, e.g. selection or mouse-over highlighting
(though we knew we might later add those to reinforce the
visualization). That same requirement also ruled out a
separate message viewing pane: the message content had to
be present in the visualization. From examining many
conversation trees, we were aware that they tend to be
narrow rather than bushy – that is to say that a message is
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Figure 1: Email systems can be placed approximately in the space
defined by the degree to which they support the sequential and tree
models of communication. Note that the top-right corner is empty –
none of these systems fully supports both models simultaneously.

much more likely to get one reply than two or more – so
chains of replies-to-replies should be visualized cleanly.
We chose to list the messages in a chronological, vertical
list for three reasons. First, a chronological list of messages
supports the sequential model trivially. Second, the
messages could be reflowed to fit the available width.
Third, scrolling (if necessary) would be in one dimension
only. We chose to list the messages from old (top) to new
(bottom) so it could be read like a script.
But what about supporting the tree model of conversations?
The root is always the first chronologically, so Question D
is answered, leaving Questions E, F and G open.
Specifically we had to design a visualization that showed
the reply relationships. We suspected that indenting would
be a crucial part of the layout. Knowing the frequency of
reply-to-reply chains, we knew that the first reply to a
message would have to be at the same indentation level. It
wasn’t too difficult to surmise from there that the
successive children would be indented successively.
Indentation alone didn’t convey the message-to-reply
relationship, so we added a circle to the left of each
message and lines running along the edges of the message
boxes visually connecting a message to its replies. The
visualization, embellished with selection highlighting and
other UI elements, is shown in Figure 2, callout (1).
We believed that this visualization effectively answered all
seven questions at a glance, meaning that it supported both
the sequential and tree models. This was verified during a
usability study, described later.

Another technique that could be applied to
further improve the data is to validate and
repair the references between messages
and replies [12, 16].
Layout Algorithm

Our design renders a conversation tree by
first assigning each message in the
conversation with a row and column
position. Rows are assigned in
chronological sequence where the earliest
message in a conversation is assigned row
zero, the next is assigned row one, and so
on. Columns are assigned based on a
conversation’s tree structure using a
recursive algorithm (see Figure 3). This
algorithm allows for columns to be used
by multiple branches in the conversation
tree, keeping the width of the tree’s
rendering to a minimum (see Figure 4).
After each message has been assigned a
row and column position, rendering is
trivial.
Figure 2: The conversation visualization incorporated into a conversation-based email
client. (See text for callouts.)

This visualization is similar to the one developed by
McDaniel et al. [14], but there are some crucial differences.
In theirs horizontal lines indicate a single message that
belongs to multiple topics; in ours they indicate branching
in the conversation tree. In theirs column indicate different
topics; in ours, columns don’t have a particular meaning.
Cleaning the Data

Two things had to be done to make the message data
presentable in the visualization. First, quoting actually
worked against the visualization by introducing redundant
content and inflating message length. Our implementation
strips quoting when it is judged to not have changed. Our
current algorithm is quite limited, but other researchers [16,
27] have developed sophisticated schemes.
Second, messages sometimes appear to be younger than
their children. This can happen when system clocks are out
of sync. Our implementation repairs any out-of-order times.
int MaxColByRow[0..MaxRow-1]
function int AssignColumn(Object message, int col, int parentRow)
for int i = parentRow+1 to message.Row
col = Max(col, MaxColByRow[i]+1)
int childCol = col
bool firstChild = true
for each child in message.Children
childCol = AssignColumn(child, childCol, message.Row)
if firstChild then
col = childCol
childCol = childCol+1
firstChild = false
message.Column = col
for int i = parentRow+1 to message.Row
MaxColByRow[i] = col
return col

Figure 3: Pseudo-code for the layout algorithm. The algorithm
starts by calling AssignColumn(root, 0, 0).

PUTTING IT IN CONTEXT

The
mixed-model
conversation
visualization is an important part of a user interface to
support a conversation-oriented email client user interface
(UI). Additional parts of the client UI (see Figure 2) are
described in this section.
Conversations and messages can be arbitrarily large;
unfortunately the same cannot be said of our display
devices. We designed the visualization to fit within a usercontrolled window width, and to scroll vertically as needed.
Scrolling is in direct conflict with the requirement that all
relationships be visible “at a glance”. There are several
established ways of helping users keep context while
scrolling [11, 9]. We chose to use an “overview+detail”
approach, using the schematic as an overview ((2) in Figure
2) to the detailed conversation visualization (1). The
schematic is laid out the same as the detailed visualization,
but without the message bodies. A gray band indicates the
area of the overview that’s currently visible in the detailed
view (not shown in Figure 2 because this conversation
doesn’t need scrolling). It may be that the schematic is
useful even when scrolling is not necessary.
(The schematic view of the conversation tree is similar to
that shown by Rohall et al. [18]. As mentioned earlier, their
visualization doesn’t answer Questions E and G at a glance.
By interleaving the messages with the schematic, the
questions are answered.)
Another way that large conversations are accommodated is
by automatically reducing the scale of the schematic and
the indent of the detailed conversation visualization.
Because there are numerous menu commands that
Figure 4: A conversation tree schematic showing column
reuse (second and third branches) and column positioning
(first branch).

pertain to a particular message, we needed to introduce the
ability to select messages in the conversation. This gave us
the opportunity to identify the messages that relate to the
selected message. The selected message is highlighted in
blue, its parent and children are highlighted in a lighter blue
and its ancestors and descendents are highlighted more
lightly still. The lines connecting the message to its
children and through its ancestors to the root are made
heavier and blue, both in the schematic (2) and the detailed
visualization (1). Selection can be then used to help focus
on particular branches of a conversation tree.
We normally show a minimal message header (3) – little
more than the sender’s name and an “unread” flag. The
header can be expanded to show all message fields.
An area of the screen (4) is devoted to summary
information about the conversation. The first three fields
show the name of the person who sent the first message in
the conversation (“Originator”), other people who have sent
messages in the conversation (“Participants”) and people
and groups who have received but not sent messages
(“Recipients”). Other fields show the labels that have been
applied to the conversation, the date range spanned by the
conversation and the subject of the first message.
The three panes described above, (1), (2) and (4), provide
different views of a particular conversation. The
conversation that is being viewed is the selected member of
the conversation list (5). The entries in the conversation list
show a thumbnail-sized schematic, the name of the
conversation originator, the subject of the first message in
the conversation, and an indication of each unread message
in the conversation.
USABILITY STUDY

We designed the mixed-model conversation visualization to
support both the sequential and tree models of
conversation. To test its success at presenting both of these
models, we performed a usability study that was designed
to answer the following questions about the visualization:
• Are subjects able to understand the sequence of messages
“at a glance” for an arbitrary conversation?
• Are subjects able to understand the tree of messages “at
a glance” for an arbitrary conversation?
Methodology

We recruited 6 participants for our study, 3 females and 3
males. All participants had intermediate to advanced
experience with Microsoft Outlook 2000 or XP, and had
some experience working with large email conversations,
e.g. newsgroups, work discussion lists, etc. Participants
were also all considered to be knowledge workers from a
variety of occupations, and had normal or corrected
eyesight. Only one participant was not familiar with the
concept of branching conversation trees prior to the study.
During the study, participants used the conversation
visualization within an email client designed to support
conversations (Figure 2). The client was populated with a
set of conversations generated specifically for the usability

Sequential Model
A (which first)
B (msgs. before)
C (msgs. after)
Tree Model
D (root)
E (parent)
F (has replies)
G (find replies)

Subjective (n = 6)
Mean
Median
(Std. Dev.)
4.5
4.4 (0.6)
4.5
4.5 (0.6)
4.5
4.3 (0.8)
4.5
4.5 (0.6)
5.0
5.0
4.5
4.0
4.0

4.2 (1.0)
5.0 (0.0)
4.0 (1.3)
4.0 (0.9)
3.8 (1.2)

Objective
n

% Correct

72
24
24
24

90%
92%
92%
88%

84
12
24
24
24

96%
100%
96%
100%
92%

Table 1: Subjective scores are subjects’ assessments of how easy
it was to answer each of the questions with the visualization, rated
from 1 (most difficult) to 5 (easiest). Objective scores show how
accurate participants were in identifying relationships in two
screenshots regarding the seven conversation questions.

study. Participants did not have the ability to reply to or
send messages within the client.
Participants were first given the opportunity to explore the
client and build an initial conceptual model. This usually
lasted between 5 and 10 minutes. Once the participant felt
they had enough initial exploration, they performed a series
of seven on-screen tasks with the client. Each task required
the participant to find a particular conversation or message
within a conversation and then answer questions about the
found item. Questions included general usability questions
as well as specific instances of Questions A-G. Following
these tasks, participants completed a post-test questionnaire
where they rated how easy they felt it was to answer each
of the conversation model questions using the visualization.
Next, participants received a short training session where
the conversation visualization was explained. I in most
cases this turned out to merely be validation of the
participant’s conceptual model and lasted only a few
minutes. Finally, participants were shown two paper
screenshots of the conversation visualization, each
containing a different conversation. The message contents
were replaced with nonsense text and selection highlighting
was eliminated, so participants relied only on the
visualization itself. For each screenshot, participants were
asked specific instances of Questions A-G twice, with the
exception of D, which was only asked once.
Results

After observing the participants during the study, it was
clear that our client had several usability issues. For
example, when making each message selectable in the
conversation visualization, we had failed to make the circle
next to the message body a clickable region. As well,
participants had difficulties understanding various
representations that were used in the list of conversations
((5) in Figure 2). Through observation it was apparent that
none of these usability issues directly interfered with the
usage and readability of the conversation visualization.
We measured our design’s ability to represent the
sequential model by three means: observational, subjective

and objective (the latter results are shown in Table 1). By
observing each participant and the answers given during
each task, it was evident that by the third task all
participants understood that messages were sorted
chronologically within a conversation and thus they had a
solid grasp on the sequential model. When asked in the
post-test questionnaire to rate from 1 (most difficult) to 5
(easiest) how easy it was to answer Questions A, B and C,
the median response was 4.5 (mean=4.4, s.d.=0.6),
indicating that subjects’ subjective perception was that the
sequence was easily read. When reading the screenshots,
the combined participant accuracy for Questions A, B and
C was 90% (65 correct, 7 incorrect). When responding to
questions about the screenshots, all participants responded
within one to two seconds, thus supporting the “at a
glance” claim for the sequential model.
The same three measures were used to assess the
effectiveness of the visualization’s representation of the
reply tree. We observed that by the seventh task, four of the
six participants were able to understand the visual cues
used to depict reply relationships between messages. (It
should be noted that questions relating to the tree model
were not asked until the fourth task.) The fifth participant
was able to understand the tree model during the training
session. The sixth participant still did not have a solid grasp
of the tree model at the completion of the study; this
participant is the one who had not been familiar with the
concept of branching conversation trees prior to the study.
When asked in the post-test questionnaire to rate how easy
it was to answer Questions D-G on the same scale as
before, the median response was 5.0 (mean=4.2, s.d.=1.0),
indicating that subjects’ subjective perception was that the
reply tree was very easily read. When reading the
screenshots, the cumulative accuracy for these questions
was 96% (81 correct, 3 incorrect). All participants except
the one not previously familiar with branching conversation
trees were able to respond to the questions about the
screenshots within one to two seconds, thus supporting the
“at a glance” claim for the tree model.
Taken together, the three complementary measures of the
mixed-model visualization’s effectiveness show that
participants found it easy to answer questions about both
conversation
models,
placing
the
mixed-model
visualization at the top-right corner of Figure 1.
CONCLUSIONS AND FUTURE WORK

We have discussed two models of conversation that are
embodied to varying extents in a variety of systems that
support turn-based, tree-structured conversation. We have
proposed a visualization that strongly supports both
models, and have presented evidence that supports this
assertion. We presented a user interface that puts the
visualization in context as a part of an email client.
A robust conversation visualization like the one described
here is an important building block of a modern email
client. There are ways that the present visualization could
be improved, other attributes of conversation that can be

incorporated into the visualization and important
unanswered questions about the effect of the visualization
on usage.
There are at least two ways that we would like to improve
the mixed-model visualization. First, it could be more
compact. When a conversation consists of a sequence of
brief messages, the actual message content is small
compared with the surrounding graphics. A more compact
visualization would allow more relationships to be visible
at a glance.
Second, the visualization is overkill for simple
conversations. We know that the majority of conversations
are one or two messages long [8]. Our casual observations
indicate that simple, non-branching structures are common
even among larger conversations. In these cases the “cost”
of the visualization doesn’t impart any immediate benefit.
(On the other hand incurring the “cost” in all cases may
make it easier for the user to understand as more complex
conversations are encountered and as a particular
conversation transitions from simple to complex.)
The mixed-model visualization shows some significant
features of a conversation: its chronological sequence and
its reply tree structure. There are other aspects of online
conversations that may be important as well. The temporal
pacing of a conversation is one such characteristic. Rohall
et al. have shown one way of conveying pacing [18]. A
similar approach could be taken in our conversation tree
overview or in the detailed visualization itself.
An important aspect of conversation is the people who are
conversing (or listening). Our interface shows the names of
the originator, participants and recipients of messages in
the conversation. Others have extracted social networks
from email or Usenet newsgroup messages [19, 15].
Integrating such a visualization for a conversation or across
a set of conversations may aid understanding.
The people involved in a conversation can change from
message to message. These changes should be made
apparent in the visualization. Of particular interest are “side
conversations” that involve a subset of the participants in a
larger conversation.
The way that conversations are visualized may change the
way the system is used. Our casual observations suggest
that using the mixed-model interface changes the approach
to reading email: rather than reading a series of related
messages, a conversation is read as unit. This may have
significant impacts on the interface. For example, it may
not make as much sense to have an “unread” flag per
message as to have a “cursor” that divides the conversation
into read and unread sections.
More significantly, the nature of the visualization may
change the way conversation happens through it. We are
interested in comparing conversations that are generated
using interfaces that focus on the sequential model, the tree
model, or the present visualization.

In the introduction, we suggested that an email client
structured around conversations could provide better local
context, greater global context, and conversation
operations. This paper presents a visualization that provides
better local context. We present a list of conversations in a
way that may provide greater global context, but this topic
needs more study. In this paper we do not address
conversation operations. Further, making conversations
prominent in the user interface is not a panacea for all the
ills of today’s email clients. Much work remains to be done
to make an email client that truly addresses user needs.
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